Ground-Breaking Energy Management System with Unmatched Results
Remco Energy a leading utility cost reduction firm announced today a marketing initiative to introduce an
Energy Management System that is a viable business proposition for multi-chain retailers with locations as
small as 1,500 square feet.
(PRWEB) March 14, 2008 -- Remco Energy a leading utility cost reduction firm announced today a
marketing initiative to introduce an Energy Management System that is a viable business proposition for
multi-chain retailers with locations as small as 1,500 square feet.
The nucleus of the Energy Management System is a patent-pending controller that enables monitoring and
remote control of individual uses of electricity or natural gas with integrated thermostats and load controllers.
In addition to providing optimal energy utilization, the system enhances store operations by monitoring
maintenance and service-related issues. This ground-breaking Energy Monitoring System remotely monitors
the retail locations 24/7 for energy consumption trends as well as potential or actual HVAC failures and
notifies maintenance staff when action is needed.
Historically, it was difficult to cost-justify the installation of
My only regret is that the
energy management systems in anything but larger facilities
technology wasn't available
but, this Energy Monitoring System has broken that mold and
is a viable business proposition for stores with smaller square
sooner
footages. In addition to the energy savings that multi-site
retailers are achieving, these retailers are further demonstrating their commitment to protecting the
environment with a reduction of greenhouse gas emission and pollution through superior energy efficiency.
With its real time and historical capabilities, this Energy Monitoring System has been saving retailers from
20% to 23% on electric and over 40% on natural gas costs.
"We've been installing Energy Monitoring Systems for years now and never have any of our clients'
experience these types of savings," said Mary Ann Milsop, President & CEO of Remco Energy and former
retail executive. "My only regret is that the technology wasn't available sooner," she noted.
About Remco Energy:
Founded in 1984, REMCO INCORPORATED is a leading utility cost reduction firm. Headquartered in
Princeton, New Jersey, Remco helps multi-site businesses such as retail, banks, hospitality, government,
schools and restaurants to manage, administer and reduce utility spending without adding additional staff or
software. Remco's products are marked by their exceptional performance and usability. Remco offers webbased energy software applications, accounts payable outsourcing, utility auditing, energy monitoring,
lighting retrofits and energy consulting services. Remco's mission is to save its clients money while
preserving the environment we live in. For additional information contact Remco Energy at 609-333-1800.

